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2nd February 2017

Dear President Eve,
Financial position of RIBI
I am instructed by our President John and our Council to make you aware of our disappointment and
disillusionment following the recent emergence of disastrous financial mismanagement at RIBI. The
Association initially set a deficit budget, something with which we fundamentally disagree. It appears
that despite the large dollar commitments which RIBI carries there was inadequate attention to
offsetting the exchange risk even though this was predictable (and indeed widely predicted). The
situation appears then to have been exacerbated because the set budgets were not used as limits to
expenditure but rather as figures against which to measure the over-expenditure. Control of
conference expenditure was apparently inadequate, financial control over magazine expenditure nonexistent and optimism that action to increase recruitment and retention would be effective misplaced,
as it has been for some years. Finally there appears to be an assumption that the increases in cost
arising from CoL and a perhaps temporary adverse movement in exchange rates arising from Brexit
uncertainty must be met by increased subscriptions and cannot be met by efficiency savings from
focusing and streamlining the activities of RIBI.
We are further anxious about what appears to be a lack of transparency. The special General
Council Meeting to consider the financial situation was held on 8th January. In the RIBI Members
newsletter circulated directly to all members 14th January there is no mention of the financial crisis or
the special General Council meeting and it was not until 16th January that the minutes of the Council
were made available to all Rotarians, but only indirectly through Club Secretaries. General Council
agreed that “A communications document outlining decisions made at the meeting is to be crafted by
President Eve Conway, IPP Peter Davey and Hon. Treasurer Niall Blair. The document is to be
circulated to the General Council for approval ahead of circulation to the membership”. It is difficult
to interpret this as anything other than a plan to take time to “spin” the information to avoid it being
questioned by members. This “communications document” has not appeared. What was
circulated on Tuesday was an extra-ordinary self-congratulatory document written by Amanda Watkin.
This not only ignores completely the criticisms of RIBI which are widespread in many Clubs, some of
which were rehearsed on 8th January but largely ignored, but it comes to the conclusion that RIBI
subs at £52 per annum compare favorably with the rest of the world cost of £65. There is no
mention of the fact that on 8th January General Council accepted a plan to raise subscriptions to
precisely this level. What is needed is a clear unvarnished statement to members of how the
overspend arose and who was responsible. Those who were responsible need to consider their
position.
Perhaps coincidentally, also issued on 16th January was a call for members to join the RIBI
Operations Review and Audit Committee. The RIBI Constitution is silent on the process by which
members of this Committee should be chosen. However, it is clear that the current committee has
failed in its central role, set out in the Constitution as “It shall monitor the effectiveness and efficiency
of the operations of the Association, shall oversee such financial and other affairs which affect the
interests of the members,”. We have seen no report from this Committee identifying the causes of
the current crisis. It is perhaps no coincidence that the “person specification” focuses not on a
commitment to keep members informed on whether probity and efficiency are being maintained but
on the strictest confidentiality. What price the Four Way Test?
We read in the minutes of various proposals to contain expenditure. In many of these the message is
“Districts don’t want this expenditure” and then after discussion General Council decide that Districts
are wrong and that most of the expenditure should continue. It is not clear that the proposals come
close to abolishing the deficit, let alone repaying it.

This is not just about the failure to control the expenditure of Member’s money. There is concern in
our Club that the profligacy demonstrated in this area may be reflected in lack of financial control in
the charity area as well. It is not clear that attention has been given to the Four Way Test in decision
making and as a result more than one senior member of our club is considering whether they wish to
continue their association with a Rotary led in this way. We note that General Council members
were concerned that putting the subscription up will lose members. That is not what will cost
members in our Club, it is the impression that the central direction of RIBI has lost its way and is not
following Rotary values.
We expect General Council to put forward a balanced budget in April and this Club will vote against
any proposed deficit budget. As a first source of cost reduction we would suggest that the need for
District Grants at the present level should be addressed. We recognise that some districts have
excess geographic costs, as we do in 1110 because of the offshore islands we cover. However, we
are not convinced that there is any need for District Grants at the present level. RIBI should demand
that Districts account for their expenditure of these monies and withdraw all grants that are not to be
spent on the intended purpose of dealing with genuine geographic anomalies. Districts should plan
local expenditure locally and answer for this expenditure and the resulting District levy cost to Clubs
and their members through District Councils. The “loop” through RIBI is neither needed nor helpful.
We also question the need for RIBI to own (and expensively refurbish) a building with a value of £2
million plus the value of the freehold land upon which it sits to accommodate a staff of 19 which
represents no more than the staff of medium sized general practices or solicitor’s offices. There are
much more cost-efficient ways of accommodating slimmed down activities at RIBI.
We are uncomfortable with the RIBI obsession with “helping” Clubs at members expense. Our Club,
has maintained its membership for the last decade, has led our District on more than one occasion in
support to Foundation and in maintaining membership and has been recognised nationally for our
commitment to Vocational Service. We are clear about the Rotary values we hold and we believe
that the strength of Rotary is Rotarians and Clubs. We do not need to be lectured from RIBI about
what we should be doing, nor to spend our money on supporting this approach. Perhaps the best
indication of the value our members attribute to RIBI is the need for me as Secretary to pick up at the
end of the meeting and recycle around half of the RIBI magazines I have just distributed, unread when
their production has contributed £24,000 to the overspend. That does not mean that we do not see
value, or at least potential value, in RIBI. In particular, we recognise the cost and administrative
efficiency of the collective insurance arrangements and the democratic advantages of the District
structure in UK and Ireland. There is as yet untapped potential for effective action to enhance the
public profile of Rotary, something which is difficult for many Clubs as they do not run sufficient events
to keep regular slots open in the media. However, just as RIBI seems to be persistently
overoptimistic about the success, or even the likely future success, of member recruitment measures,
so there seems to be excessive optimism about the effectiveness of RIBI public relations. In the
media which our members access one very rarely sees any evidence of the effectiveness of this
expenditure. If RIBI has a national facilitating role it must surely be to gather and coordinate a
stream of information about the activities of Rotarians and their Clubs and get it published much more
widely to enhance the public and potential member understanding of the importance of Rotary to our
national life.
We suspect that you are aware that PDG Mike Jackson, a member of our Club, has been expressing
this sort of concern for some time. The disconnection which our members feel from RIBI has
actually meant that his thoughts have raised little interest in the Club and he has generally been
perceived as having a bee in his bonnet. However, the contents of the special General Council
minutes which I received on 16th January and reported in depth to the Club and to our Council have
provoked a level of disillusion and outrage which has catapulted the issue to the top of the Club
Agenda. Our Council (of which Mike is not a member) this week spent more than three quarters of its
time discussing the concerns set out in this letter. In the interests of Rotary and the communities we
support you and your General Council will do well to take these concerns seriously.
Yours in Rotary Service,

Dr Iain Kidson
Secretary
Rotary Club of Fordingbridge
1 Westgrove,
Fordingbridge
Hants SP6 1LS UK
admin@fordingbridge-rotary.org.uk
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